Nomifensine chronopharmacology, schedule-shifts and circadian temperature rhythms in di-suprachiasmatically lesioned rats--modeling emotional chronopathology and chronotherapy.
Some emotional disorders are associated with alterations of biological rhythm characteristics ('echronism'). Chronotherapy aims empirically to 1. optimize the kind and timing of conventional psychopharmacologic treatment and, need be, to use such old or new molecules in the rational endeavor to 2. correct (disease-determining) rhythm alteration directly. With respect to the first aim, a reduction by timing of undesired pharmacodynamic effects, as well as an amplification of empirically desired ones, can be dramatically illustrated by circadian rhythms in tolerance to many drugs affecting the central nervous system of rodents. A more rational approach is aimed at correcting ecchronism. The new antidepressant drug, nomifensine, achieves this task in rats with bilateral suprachiasmatic lesions, exhibiting in the telemetered core temperature an echronism of varying degrees. In this model system for the chronobiotic treatment of ecchronism, the properly timed administration of nomifensine speeds the adjustment of bilaterally (suprachiasmatically) lesioned rats to a shift in the synchronizing light-dark schedule. With methodologic provisions, notably for treatment timed by pertinent marker rhythms, nomifensine deserves clinical tests in psychochronotherapy.